
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 2186 

Yun Chujiu and the other three entered Xingtian Academy with the rest of the students. Yun chujiu 

looked at them curiously as she walked. Oh My, as expected of the top academy in the Immortal Yuan 

continent. The size of the academy was at least ten times the size of the Tian Yuan Academy. 

 

 

The senior students had not officially started their classes yet, so the group only met a few groups of 

students. Those students were curiously pointing at the participants. Xue Wuji, who was dressed in red, 

was the center of attention wherever he went, and he was no exception at this moment. 

 

 

Of course, Yun Chujiu, who was beside him, also made use of him, and the topic was still hot. 

 

 

# Xingtian Academy’s Entrance Exam reveals the most handsome candidate! # 

 

 

# Xingtian Academy’s entrance exam reveals the most useless candidate! # 

 

 

# even a sixth level spiritual venerable wanted to pass the entrance exam? It was simply a pipe dream! # 

 

 

.. 

 

 



There were more than 10,000 people who participated in the entrance exam. Yun chujiu cursed in her 

heart. She reckoned that Heaven Punisher was too lacking in money, so they relied on this registration 

fee to make a profit. 

 

 

Everyone arrived at Heaven Punisher’s Divine Axe Square. In the middle of the square was a huge axe 

statue. Although it was just a statue, everyone could feel the ancient Divine Artifact’s primeval aura and 

majesty and Solemnity. 

 

 

Yun chujiu almost drooled when she saw it. This axe looked really good. It was definitely more 

impressive than a kitchen knife and a rolling pin. It would be perfect if she could get her hands on it! 

 

 

Logically speaking, if you were coveting the Xingtian Divine Axe, you should just secretly drool. What the 

hell were you doing touching it? ! 

 

 

The ten thousand people who participated in the test and the teachers of the Xingtian Academy saw a 

little girl squeezing out of the crowd and running to the statue of the Xingtian Divine Axe. She was 

touching it while swallowing her saliva. 

 

 

The teacher in charge of the test frowned and shouted angrily, “That student who participated in the 

test, what are you doing?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu said very naturally, “Teacher, I have always admired the Heaven Punisher Academy. Today, I 

finally entered the Heaven Punisher Academy. The moment I saw the Heaven Punisher Divine Axe, I 



couldn’t control my excitement! “However, now is the serious time to prepare for the test. I shouldn’t 

have done this. I know I’m wrong. I’ll go back now.” 

 

 

After saying that, Yun chujiu obediently returned to her original position. 

 

 

The corners of the teacher’s eyes twitched. Alright, his lines were all finished by that little girl! However, 

it wasn’t a bad thing for this little girl to yearn for the Xingtian Academy. It was just a pity that her 

spiritual power was too low. She would probably be eliminated in the first round, so there was no need 

to be harsh on her. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Thinking up to this point, the teacher coughed dryly and said, “All of you, sit down and meditate. The 

first round of the test will begin immediately.” 

 

 

Hearing this, everyone sat down and began to meditate. They were all very puzzled. What exactly was 

the content of the first round of the test? How was the test going to be conducted if they sat down and 

meditated? 

 

 

At this moment, the teacher said, “The test will begin.” 

 

 

When everyone heard this, they anxiously waited for the test to begin. However, when they realized 

that nothing had happened, they could not help but be dumbfounded! 

 



 

Could This be a test of US meditating? 

 

 

Everyone’s doubts did not last for long. Several rays of light rose around the square, and everyone fell 

into their own illusions.. 

 

 

Xue Wuji felt as if he had been in a long dream. When he opened his eyes, he realized that he was not in 

the Divine Axe Square at all. Instead, he was in a bedroom. 

 

 

Most importantly, he found himself lying on the bed. He wanted to sit up, but he found that other than 

his head, the rest of his body could not move at all. 


